Electrostatic interactions between cytochrome P-450 LM2 and NADPH-cytochrome P-450 reductase.
At pH 8.2 and a 100-fold molar excess of the amino group specific label 2-methoxy-5-nitrotropone (MNT) over protein 2 mol MNT/mol P-450 LM2 were bound, which caused a 50% decrease in the overall activity due to a decreased electron transfer rate from reductase to the hemoprotein. However, different from FITC modification, which produces the same effects, the label is not selectively bound to the alpha-amino group and to lysine 384, but reacts with lysines in positions 49, 100, 139, 144, 251, 384 and 433. The decrease in the overall activity and reduction rate thereby correlates with a relative increase in the modification of lysines 139, 144, 251 and 384. Thus, besides lysine 384 the epsilon-amino groups of lysines 139, 144 and 251 are further candidates for participation in the interaction with reductase. This finding supports our model of charge-pair contacts between P-450 and reductase, where amino groups of P-450 LM2 form salt bridges to carboxylic groups of reductase. The decrease of reductase supported P-450 reduction velocity in microsomes at high salt concentration (I greater than 222 mM) indicates the dominant electrostatic character of P-450/reductase interaction. Based on these results and data from the literature a model of membrane topography of P-450 LM2 has been proposed. Extension of the charge pair interaction model to interaction mechanisms of other P-450 isoenzymes and forms with their respective electron donors is discussed.